Abstract: Norms are one of the most widely studied topics of contemporary International Relations scholarship. Norms scholars have created an extensive theoretical and empirical literature to identify, describe and analyze the emergence, diffusion and effect of norms in the international system. However, this scholarship is inconsistent in how it treats state choice and norm diffusion: in particular, it is divided between theories which emphasize continuity and those which allow for change in the process of norm adoption and implementation.
Introduction
What exactly should a democracy look like? How should actors fight climate change?
What should states do to deal with past human rights violations? Each of these issues is the basis for an international norm, or at the very least a set of related norms which coalesce around a general issue. However, there is no international treaty telling us exactly how states should design a participatory democracy. There are many ways to fight climate change, and the various international protocols offer states a number of options to fulfil their emissions reduction targets.
Transitional justice as a field remains highly contextual, even as certain aspects have crystallized and become incorporated into international law. Amidst this confusion, however, scholars, policymakers, and activists are certain that these norms exist.
These are all examples of variation within international norms: in definitions, in options, and in actual state practice. For the norms above, and for others, there seem to be a lot of acceptable options for "appropriate behavior." How is this variation in the content of a norm created, and why is acceptable to parties who judge norm adoption and compliance? The notion of acceptable variation is especially troubling, because there is also variation across norms: not all norms are so large and fuzzy. Some norms are seemingly clear and succinct, and stand alone, while others are multifaceted, interlocking, and open to interpretation. States and other actors also have different reactions to different types of norms, sometimes viewing them as malleable, and other times as fixed. Why?
This article attempts to answer the questions above by examining the conceptual structure of the contemporary international norm. Norms research is as varied as the phenomenon it is attempting to understand. However, the field is experiencing a disconnect between different pieces of the norms puzzle: current definitions, and the conceptual structure they imply, do not (Cortell and Davis, 2000, pp. 65-66) . With these diverse functions, norms can be understood to have both constitutive and constraining aspects (Checkel, 1997) . The interaction of these two functions creates a norm's conceptual structure, which consists of three components: problem, value, and behavior.
Social constructivists such as Wiener (2008 Wiener ( , 2014 and Wendt (1999) argue that norms have "constitutive" functions: they create categories of actors and actions, and determine those actors' identities and interests. Norms create meaning through the construction of intersubjective (i.e. collectively held) understandings of who and what things are. This meaning includes whether or not the item in question (whether it be tangible, such as a reduced carbon footprint, or intangible, such as accountability or reconciliation) is valued. 2 The assignment of value is subjective, but important: it is these value-laden items which define problems, because material or social facts must be understood in relation to the values of a society in order to be seen as good or bad (Wendt, 1999, pp. 111-112) . A fact becomes problematized if it is interpreted in such a way that its existence negatively impacts the attainment or continued practice of something that is valued, thus necessitating some form of corrective behavior. In other words, no principled action is possible if "underlying conditions in world affairs" are not defined as problems, in relation to values, by actors holding those values (Carpenter, 2007, p. 112) .
On the other hand, scholars also perceive norms as having a "constraint" function: they define "acceptable" justifications for behavior. If a state wishes to pursue a specific behavior to address a defined problem, acceptance by other actors of the legitimacy or appropriateness of 2 These values have also been sometimes referred to as principles, foundational norms, or metanorms (Sandholtz, 2007; Wiener, 2008, p. 67) in the sense that they provide overarching duties of conduct in order to provide or uphold them across issue areas, but are not necessarily operationalized, or applied to any specific behaviors, until the problem is clearly defined. While the level of abstraction, specificity, or potential range of application may vary across terms, the fundamental nature of something of "value" persists.
that behavior depends on how it is publicly justified. Actors rarely seek to publicly justify behavior based on pure self-interest; usually actions are justified by reference to widely held values (Risse, 2000, p. 17) . Public acceptance of that action as legitimate depends at least partially on whether external actors believe the embedded causal story (Stone, 1989) : that it will actually operationalize the given (appropriate) value and therefore address the problem. The value which identifies a problem also limits the behaviors which are appropriate to solve it. Hurrell and MacDonald (2012, p. 61) argue that determining "appropriate behavior"
depends on the interplay of these two processes. Norm-building is therefore the process of constructing a bridge between the constitutive and the constraint functions of norms such that a combined statement is reached: "Given this problem, my values dictate this behavior." 3 This statement gives a norm an intrinsic tripartite structure. First, a norm presupposes a problem, which is the issue to be addressed. Second, the norm includes a value. It is the enjoyment or attainment of something "good" or the avoidance of something "bad" and, as such, gives moral weight to the problem. Third, a norm enjoins a particular behavior: the action to be taken to address the given problem which allows the actor to better express or practice the value. In short, a problem inhibits the full enjoyment of a value, and necessitates a corrective behavior. Figure 1 , below, formalizes these components into a logical structure. (March and Olsen, 2008, p. 690) .
Similarly, Fearon argued that norms translated into ordinary language take the form "Good people do (or do not do) X in situations A, B, C…" (1999, p. 27) . "Good people" is indicative of a value: what makes people "good" is linked to what they think is valuable or important. "Situations A, B, C" is the problem determined by actor values. To "do (or do not do)
X" is to engage in the behavior indicated by the interaction of the problem and values. Goertz (2003, pp. 34-38) echoes this structure, but alters the order of logic, when he frames norms as a "moral syllogism": Major Premise, Minor Premise and Conclusion. The major premise is the value. The minor premise is the problem, or specific situation to which the value must be applied, and the conclusion is the behavior which follows.
Lastly, the logic of argumentation (Risse, 2000) also suggests a tripartite structure for norms and normative decision-making. The forum in which this occurs is one of "argumentative rationality,"
A communicative process in which actors collectively deliberate over their assumptions about the world, the values they share, how those assumptions and values should apply to their behavior, and whether particular behaviors actually conform with abstract standards (Payne, 2001, p. 783 ).
The topics of discussion for actors engaging in this process are the constituent pieces of the norm itself: their assumptions about the world (problem), shared values, and how they should act based on those assumptions and values (behavior). The last piece, whether the particular accurately reflects the abstract, acts as a final confirmation that the norm created reflects both intersubjective understanding of the norm's components and the embedded causal story.
This conceptualization of norm structure does not address a key piece of some norm definitions: identity. The full definition of a norm according to Finnemore and Sikkink (1998) is "an appropriate standard of behavior for an actor with a given identity [italics added]". Although identity figures prominently in constructivist theory, including much work on international norms, it is not included in the conceptual structure of norms above because it is not necessary. This is for three reasons.
First, because identity as a social category can be based on different types of attributes (role, physical characteristic, value, etc.) (Wendt, 1999, pp. 224-230) , different identities based on these attributes will affect the process of norm-building in inconsistent ways. As an example, "democratic identity" includes values which define problems (such as citizen participation and freedom of speech), but it also implies procedural and institutional features which make some behaviors justifiable (elections, public debates) and others not (suppression of political opposition, rule by executive fiat). Depending on which type of attribute an identity relies on, different parts of a norm's construction are affected. This suggests that norm-building by interrogating the problem-value nexus and the value-behavior nexus without first determining which one is influenced by an identity is sufficient to reach a conclusive normative statement.
Second, identity is a multifaceted concept which is not necessarily determinative of single standards of appropriate behavior. It is well understood that actors may have multiple identities whose relative importance may vary across issues (Wendt, 1999, p. 230; Lebow, 2016, p. 2), but even a single identity can itself be incredibly complex and changing (Fearon, 1999, p. 15): the attributes understood to form part of a democratic identity have changed over time, as our beliefs about partial versus universal enfranchisement have expanded or as the democratic peace has become more carefully theorized. Therefore, identity cannot be consistently applied to normative reasoning without engaging the more specific questions which are already part of the conceptual structure detailed above.
Lastly, the addition of identity as a necessary component of norms precludes the possibility of universal norms which apply regardless of identity. If every identity includes the same problem-value nexus and the same possible behavior justified as a corrective, identity ceases to be of analytical utility in determining the content of a norm.
Diffusion and the dual quality of norms
Norms may have a single conceptual structure but, as Wiener (2007 Wiener ( , 2008 Wiener ( , 2009 ) argues, they have a "dual nature": they are both stable and flexible. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the process and outcomes of norm diffusion, in which states will variously interact with norms as they are (stable) or change them, either purposefully or accidentally (flexible). This duality presents a problem for norms researchers studying the diffusion and evolution of norms throughout the international system, as it complicates the relationship between actor (norm adopter), process (diffusion mechanism), and object (the norm itself). The basic assumption of the logic of contestedness is that norms are both stable and flexible:
while norms' content and validity may be challenged at any time, recognition that a norm exists still structures behavior. In turn, that behavior may influence the content and meaning of the norm, leading to further contestation and different types of behavior (2008, pp. 37-58) .
As norms diffuse throughout the world, and are adopted by states, they display both these qualities of stability and flexibility. Each trait offers a different outcome of norm diffusion, with its own form of variation in states' principled decisions: first, that norms diffuse exactly according to their original contents of problem, value and behavior (stability) and, second, that a norm's content may actually change in the process of diffusion and adoption (flexibility). 5 As the logic of contestedness suggests, if norms are both stable and flexible at the same time, then different states should react differently to the norms presented to them: some should adjust their behavior based on the norm's existing meaning, while others should seek to adapt that meaning.
Diffusion outcomes over the whole group of involved actors, then, should sometimes lead to stability, and sometimes change. Reflecting this duality, there are two sets of norm diffusion theories which focus on either of these two outcomes.
Fused norm diffusion and continuity
Some studies of international norm diffusion implicitly assume that the tripartite structure of norms is stable, or fused together, such that norm diffusion is also assumed to include the diffusion of all three parts of a single norm: value, problem, and behavior. One consistent finding among diffusion scholars, for example, is that "entities that share similar cultural attributes tend to adopt the same practices…Actors negotiating a complex set of political choices regard the actions of actors with perceived common interests as a useful guide to their own behavior" (Elkins, Simmons 2005, 45) . To rephrase the above comment using norm structure, those states with similar identities, or "cultural attributes" (including values), will have similar interests (problems) and will generally adopt similar policies (behaviors). March and Olsen also suggest that the process of diffusion thus works through the construction of "typologies of similarity" (2008, pp. 693-695) . 6 Faced with norm choice, the precedent of the state which is most similar to the one currently making the decision is the most likely to be imitated. In essence, all three parts of a norm's structure interact to create diffusion of a fused norm.
Other scholars focus not on states' similarities but on the contents of norm themselves and how they are portrayed by norm entrepreneurs. frame's utility in norm diffusion therefore lies in the creation of shared meaning: providing a problem-value interpretation to understand the situation at hand with respect to an actor's interests and goals (Bleich, 2002) , which then suggests behavior. All three of the norm's components are understood as a combined unit, and diffuse together.
However, this is clearly not the whole story, even with respect to fused norm diffusion:
much of the recent work on norms and decision-making examines the interaction of multiple related, but still fused, norms within a set. 7 From within this group actors will choose the single norm or norms which they determine as most appropriate, but the assumption of fused norm components remains: the options available for choice remain composed of the same three elements for all parties.
7 Or other similar term, implying more or less internal structure. Finnemore and Sikkink (1998) refer to both bundles and institutions, and Betts and Orchard (2014) echo their use of bundles. Crocker (1999) uses framework, while Tiemessen (2011) talks about normative structure; Acharya (2004) uses hierarchy, although this is more common among international legal scholars. Regimes tend to refer to the specific formal and informal structures which organize and regulate normative behavior in the international system, such as "the human rights regime" (Donnelly, 1986) . Cortell and Davis (2000) refer to two "sets" of "normative structures".
For example, Finnemore and Sikkink are careful to note the difference between single norms and norm groups: "norm definition isolates single standards of behavior, whereas institutions emphasize the way in which behavioral rules are structured together and interrelate" (1998, p. 892) to determine which standard of behavior to choose. Similarly, a normative framework or structure (Crocker, 1999; Tiemessen, 2011) acts as a guide for actors to determine their behavioral choices based on where their specific circumstances fall within a larger collection of norms. A regime also includes rules and decision-making procedures (Krasner, 1983) , which guide states to pre-determined behaviors based on the regime's embedded or explicit principles (values). In each of these formulations, a single outcome from among a group of stable norms (problem, value and behavior) must eventually be decided based on each state's own particular context as interpreted by the institution, framework, or regime which applies the norm set to specific states and contexts. At the end of these decision processes, each final norm choice remains stable and identifiable: even though multiple options exist, their contents remain fixed and it is relatively easy to determine which final option(s) a state has actually chosen.
When more than one option can be chosen from within the set (but not all options must be chosen), as with certain institutions such as the European Union, this combination of stability and variation continues. Schimmelfennig et. al. (Holzinger and Schimmelfennig, 2012; Leuffen, Rittberger and Schimmelfennig, 2012; Schimmelfennig, 2014) describe the situation as one of "policy differentiation" (and with respect to the EU, "differentiated integration"), where the increasing heterogeneity of potential new adopters means that not all actors are able (or willing)
to undertake all options pursued by their predecessors, but still subscribe to the general goals of the larger norm set. Rather than reject the entire norm set, actors undertake only a portion of its included options. While these norms are the same for all who agree to them (preserving object continuity), not all actors undertake the same bundle of options (variation).
Partial norm diffusion and change
Single and multiple fused norm diffusion, as discussed above, engages the "stable" quality of norms. However, some accepted norm diffusion mechanisms can also result in intersubjectively acceptable decision-making outcomes beyond merely acceptance or rejection of a fused norm: specifically, by emphasizing the "flexible" aspect of norms, these processes can actually change a norm's contents as it diffuses to new adopters. When norms change or evolve as they diffuse, they change in particular ways: the scope or nature of the problem, the value impacted, or the behavior undertaken as a remedy (Sandholtz, 2008) . If one of more of these components is substituted for a new item, the norm's contents have effectively shifted: only certain parts of the original norm have diffused, and a new three-component norm is created out of the combination of those components and whatever has been added by the new adopter.
The simplest reason behind norm variation may lie in the difficulty of determining exactly what the norm in question is. Norms are not always easy to identify: they are "continuous, rather than dichotomous… [and] come in varying strengths (Legro, 1997, p. 33 ). In addition, as actors operate in conditions of bounded rationality (Jones, 2003) and potential psychological bias (Jervis, 1976; Khong, 1992) , hindrances to full information and decisionmaking capacity may result in imperfect identification and choice of norms by potential adopters, creating diffusion outcomes that do not exactly match previous examples.
Norm diffusion implies that norms travel: they are taken out of their original (highly specific) context and applied to a new (highly specific) context. Since norms evolve through interaction, normative meaning will inevitably change slightly as context changes from actor to actor (Wiener, 2008 (Wiener, , p. 63, 2009 . This is the phenomenon of "meaning-in-use. " Sandholtz (2008) echoes this argument when he posits that interpreting the existing rules to apply in new, and specific, situations constantly triggers conflicts over interpretation, and resolving these conflicts shifts the nature of the rules themselves, creating a cycle of norm change.
Differences between domestic structures and capacities can sometimes make exact emulation of an existing norm impossible. Domestic context, as Cortell and Davis (2000) argue, accounts for differences in the interpretation of the meaning of norms (value and perhaps problem), and differences in states' compliance with them (behavior). Similarly, variation in the perceived effects of a policy, in both normative and practical terms, is a key difference between the factors motivating states to adopt norms during different phases of the norm life cycle (Finnemore and Sikkink, 1998) : during phase 1, states are persuaded that the norm is "the right thing to do" because it resonates with their own identities, either pre-existing or newly redefined.
However, states in phase two of the norm life cycle may also perceive an additional positive outcome (such as membership in a group which confers other benefits) which was not relevant for states in phase 1, creating an additional justification for action (value). By phase three, the goal is to avoid sanction rather than gain benefit, either normative or strategic. Therefore, the motivations (and thus publicly stated values) of early adopters and later adopters of the same norm may be different, even if their behaviors are the same.
The same result may occur due to certain processes of norm diffusion such as grafting (Price, 1998) and localization (Acharya, 2004) . Because each involves matching a value from a previous adopter or norm entrepreneur with an value already prevalent in the newly adopting state, some flexibility in interpretation is necessary: the local value may not mean exactly the same thing as the existing value, but it is conceptually close enough that the terms can be used to refer to the same expected behavior. The resulting final value is a mix of the imported norm and the state's own pre-existing value, but is understood by all parties as comprising a part of the same norm.
Lastly, although framing is helpful in diffusing fused norm components by providing a problem-value interpretation and can lead to the adoption of a fused norm, this is not its only possible effect. Norm entrepreneurs have been known to strategically utilize multiple frames, and to change frames themselves, in order to change states' behaviors (Charnysh, Lloyd and Simmons, 2014) . Different frames can lead to the same policy suggestions, and conflicts over interpretation can exist within and across frames (Rein and Schon, 2016) . Frames are "multidimensional ideas relevant to a particular policy sphere that serve to organize information, empower certain actors, define goals, and constrain actions" (Bleich, 2002 (Bleich, , p. 1064 , but, like identity, they need neither be singular nor determinative of a fused norm choice. Framing as a tool of norm diffusion is just as likely to lead to change as to continuity across norm adopters.
Continuity, change, and conceptual structure
The above processes of norm diffusion which help to explain norm continuity and norm change each focus on one aspect of a norm's dual quality. Each also has implications for how we think about the structure of that variation and of the object itself (the norm). Given a norm's dual nature and the existence of multiple acceptable single norms, there are three major types of variation with respect to norm adoption as an outcome of norm diffusion. The first, fused diffusion of single norms, limits variation, but maintains object continuity. A middle option, which engages questions of choice among a set of fused and stable norms, allows for more variation in adopters' choices while maintaining object continuity, but does not fully explain all empirical outcomes. The third, and most flexible, option, that of norm adaptation, allows for variation in both norm contents and state choice, but loses object continuity.
If norm diffusion occurs as a single, combined process for any particular norm, then states encountering a new norm in the international system have only two possible outcomes to their decision-making processes: accept the whole fused norm, or reject it. Adaptation or alternative norm choice may be therefore thought of as rejection, since the existing construction of one or more of the norm's components is rejected in favor of an alternative construction. The norm's contents remain the same. This is the strictest form of both variation and continuity:
variation occurs only in terms of yes and no, and the norm's meaning itself does not change, even as actors accept or reject it.
Choice among multiple norms creates the appearance of variation, but it also maintains a certain amount of stability, both with respect to individual norm choices and to the structure of the norm itself. While state outcomes may vary depending on the collection of single norms within a bundle and the decision-making process used to determine which is "most appropriate," each norm within that bundle or framework remains identifiable and constant, and can only be accepted or rejected. Scholars examining the possible choices for different states, or at different time periods, would be able to distinguish the same combinations of problem, value, and behavior that make up each norm in the group. In other words, larger structures (institutions, frameworks, regimes) are reducible to their parts (norms), and each of those parts has only two options: accept or reject. 8 What looks like a lot of variation, then, is actually much more uniform with respect to single objects.
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On the other hand, diffusion processes which emphasize the "flexible" quality of norms allow for change in the object as well as variation in outcomes, reflecting the greater variation in the empirical record. However, change in the object itself creates an additional problem: as the norm changes it no longer has the same content as the original; either the problem, value or behavior are now different depending on which actor we examine. We gain variation, but lose object stability. Two scholars studying the same norm at different points in time or space, without knowledge of its evolution, would not identify it as the same object of study.
In conclusion, the processes of norm diffusion expose a conceptual gap: norms are an object of single structure, but dual quality. If norms are regarded as stable, the tripartite construction of norms is traceable throughout the diffusion process, but variation in choice is limited. On the other hand, if norms are flexible, the end result of each diffusion process still contains a norm with its tripartite structure, but the contents of that structure will vary such that the object of the "norm" itself changes from actor to actor. Multiple studies which chronicle both types of norm diffusion exist, so each approach has evidentiary support, but these studies generally do not engage both stability and flexibility, or all three types of outcomes, within the same work. Besides creating a dichotomy in the theoretical record, this leaves the questions of 8 Goertz (1994, p. 225 ) is particularly critical of regime theory, suggesting that too often scholars accept that norms are embedded in regimes and then go on to study behavior without paying adequate attention to what those norms are, and therefore how they are expected to influence behavior. In other words, the required identification of a regime's embedded norms has not taken place before the behavioral analysis. 9 Finnemore and Sikkink, and Krasner all note that institutions and regimes may transform. This implies that there is a possibility for the norms contained within them to change over time, but they do not specify whether these are new single norms or modifications of one or more components of the original norms. The processes of norm change and institutional change are certainly linked, but the question of how these norms change remains unanswered by the institution or regimes literatures.
their potential interaction, and the relative prominence of each type the real world, unexplored.
In the next section I propose a solution which creates the conceptual space to approach these questions.
A new theoretical construct: Norm clusters
The analysis above highlighted inconsistencies between the accepted structure of the contemporary international norm and the variety of accepted outcomes of norm diffusion in the real world. One solution to this dilemma is a new conceptual structure: to restructure the concept of the contemporary international norm itself into a looser and less determinate collection of interlocking norm components, which I call a "norm cluster." The following section defines and explores the norm cluster concept, offering an alternative way of understanding indeterminacy and choice in the international system and providing some real-world examples.
A norm cluster is a bounded collection of interrelated specific problems, values and behaviors which are understood to be similar enough that their adopters form a family group (Collier and Mahon, 1993) . Within this cluster, problems, values and behaviors may be combined, depending on state context or other factors, into a number of distinct but acceptable combinations of problem, value and behavior. Each combination ("norm") is understood to be an "appropriate" means of addressing the more general problem which motivates norm cluster adoption. However, no state must necessarily directly emulate a predecessor to be seen by others as adopting and implementing the norm cluster. Lastly, although the norm cluster does have boundaries (which components and combinations are included), they are intersubjectively formed, and therefore somewhat malleable based on processes of innovation, discourse and learning conducted by and between relevant actors.
The concept of a norm cluster retains both the constitutive and constraint functions of traditional norms: while a state is constrained to do something appropriate, it is enabled by the relative freedom of choice within the cluster to determine for itself what constitutes "appropriate behavior" in its own specific context. A certain amount of different meaning-in-use is tolerated by the community as long as a legitimate combination of problem, value and behavior is chosen, and a new component or combination may be legitimized if the community accepts it.
Kratochwil describes this decision-making structure as one that is "indeterminate at the level of individual choice but determinate at the level of defining classes of actions" (2001, p. 47).
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Switching the unit of analysis from norms to norm components and norm clusters means that principled decision-making may, but need not, embody a single quality of norms: a single norm may be stable for some, and flexible for others, within a range of acceptable variation as defined by the community. Depending on the norm cluster's contents, some states may also choose multiple outcomes while others choose only one. A certain amount of variety in outcomes, given the complexities of the real world, is not only possible but likely. In the meantime, object continuity is preserved since the outcomes are all included possibilities within a larger whole. A norm cluster allows for decision outcomes which are either stable or flexible, either fused or changed, such that each state's options may be individually different, but all can be traced back to the larger object of study. Although some actors will directly adopt an existing fused norm, or choose from a number of existing fused norms, others will innovate, leading to 10 It can also be thought of as similar to Welsh's (2013) "responsibility to consider" with respect to R2P in which options for action must be carefully considered in response to a problem, but no specific behavior is mandated. The difference is that some action must be taken (beyond mere consideration) to be seen as implementing the norm cluster.
change in their individual normative outcome but not change in the larger object. Lastly, some forms of innovation may even alter the boundaries of the norm cluster itself.
Creating a norm cluster
Norm clusters emerge, grow, and change, just as single norms have been theorized to do, and by using the same diffusion mechanisms. While adopters of a norm cluster may choose outcomes which create either continuity or change, however, it is the latter which enables a norm cluster to exist in the first place. The key to enabling, creating, and evolving a norm cluster and its resulting variety of acceptable value-behavior combinations, as opposed to a single norm or bundle of single norms and the continuity they imply, is the ability of norm components to diffuse separately without engendering sanction. If the link between a single problem, value and behavior is loosened, then the process of diffusion can therefore work separately on each norm component as long as the result is accepted by the community, and the intersubjective understanding of the norm cluster is adjusted to include this new outcome. This is in contrast to the fused form of diffusion, found with respect to single or multiple norms but also within a norm cluster, in which the content does not change. Although each choice leads to a single (local) norm 11 with a tripartite structure, these individual choices are assembled from a range of acceptable options rather than diffused from a single absolute. A newly adopting state has a greater wealth of legitimate examples from which to choose and combine specific problem, value and behavior. Previous adopters judge the state's choice as "close enough" and recognize that the new adopter is engaging in "appropriate behavior," and the norm cluster spreads, although specific combinations within it may not diffuse directly from one state to another as a fused unit.
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Unfused diffusion leading to acceptable change, and thus the creation of a norm cluster out of a single norm or set of single norms, may occur for a variety of reasons. First, actors at different stages of the diffusion process may be subject to different influences. In their spiral model of human rights norm diffusion, Risse and Sikkink (Risse and Sikkink, 1999) Second, the literature on implementation and compliance (Checkel 1997 , Betts, Orchard 2014 ) also suggests unfused diffusion: it assumes that the processes of reaching international agreement on norms and the processes of actually implementing them are subject to different influences from different actors. If the domestic actors necessary to create law are different from those who reach international agreement, the diffusion mechanism which worked on one may not work on the other. A form of strategic bargaining resembling a two-level game (Putnam, 1988) may take place instead, meaning that two different diffusion mechanisms are at work on the same norm in the same state, coming from potentially different actors and working on potentially different logics.
Third, March and Olsen argue that the logics of appropriateness and consequences may coexist, compete, and complement one another within any single institution that determines rulebased behavior. They offer two hierarchies of logics in which "the logic of appropriateness may be used subject to the constraints of extreme consequences" or, alternatively, that "rules of appropriateness are seen as one of several constraints within which the logic of consequentiality operates" (2008, p. 703) . They also point out that the two logics depend on different abilities and resources: to determine what is "right" and to calculate the expected utility of a behavior take different inputs from different actors, following different mechanisms (i.e. persuasion vs.
learning). If one actor employs moral argument and the other rational utility calculation, then a state could conceivably agree with the value of the moral arguer and the behavior of the rational arguer. Because both the value and the behavior are already included in the norm cluster (albeit combined with different components), the new combination would only have to be deemed compatible to be accepted as a legitimate expression of the norm cluster.
Separate diffusion of norm components, and their acceptance as legitimate expressions of a common norm cluster, has been demonstrated in the existing record. As an example of a logic of consequences following a logic of appropriateness leading to unfused diffusion, Lloyd, Simmons and Stewart (2011) trace the spread of anti-human trafficking legislation. Global discourse on trafficking has framed the problem in either criminal or victimization terms, reflecting two different interpretations of the problem-value nexus (Charnysh, Lloyd and Simmons, 2014) . 13 However, the authors find that the most consistent predictor of the diffusion of anti-trafficking law (behavior) is the level of road linkage with a previously adopting country:
they argue that the shifting of direct negative externalities onto a state will cause it to change its policies. In this case, the link between general problem and value may be influenced by any actor in the international system, but behavioral change comes due to the relationship with one's direct neighbor and the more specific problems it creates. Different norm components diffuse via different mechanisms, from different actors, and at different times. Each state's local version of the anti-trafficking norm cluster would then depend on two things: whether the criminalization or human rights frame was more persuasive, and what the specific effects of trafficking were for that state. Several types of domestic legislation which can be grouped into either of the two frames are suggested via the Optional Protocol on Human Trafficking, whose preamble reflects the values of prevention, punishment and protection (United Nations, 2000).
Norm clusters in the real world: Investigating structure
Examination of some real-world norm clusters which have previously been understood as either single norms or norm sets helps to illuminate the structural differences between the two as well as to demonstrate the increased analytical utility of the norm cluster concept. Empirically, norm clusters consisting of a single value and a relatively narrow problem, but a number of different behaviors, are quite common. Indeed, this is how norms scholars often explain domestic variation in the implementation of norms which comes from variations in pre-existing domestic structures or practices. The norm embodied in the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) (United Nations, 1968) is a prime example of this structure: avoiding nuclear war is the overarching value for all adopters. 14 The problem is nuclear technology, which could enable nuclear war.
However, depending on whether states have nuclear technology, either military or civilian, the expected behaviors for this norm are quite different. The norm cluster in the NPT looks like this: States which have nuclear weapons are expected not to transfer them (Article 1), and states without are expected to neither accept nor develop them (Article 2). All states are required to put in place verification, reporting and monitoring procedures to prove that they are following through on the other behaviors (Article 3). Thus, each state has different behavioral obligations based on its specific domestic context, although the value and the general problem remain the same. All states are required to report, but the existing nuclear powers have different specific behavioral obligations than do non-nuclear states. States which ratify the NPT adopt the same non-proliferation "norm" but, in so doing, they agree to carry out potentially varying behaviors depending on their particular circumstances.
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The opposite configuration of a norm cluster occurs as well: states may justify a single behavior with reference to multiple related, but distinct, values. This may be an attempt to please multiple audiences invested in the problem, thus gaining consensus for the adoption of the single behavior, or it may be the result of variations in framing by different norm entrepreneurs, or both. It is not uncommon to see multiple clauses in the preamble of a law stating a number of different justifications for the same piece of legislation, which may in the end be quite specific in terms of institutional choice. In addition, the choice of value may be instructive in the particular design of those institutions, as certain design aspects are emphasized or ignored in the pursuit of a particular goal.
15 A clause exists in the NPT which is not part of the non-proliferation norm cluster: States Parties to the NPT are allowed and encouraged to transfer peaceful nuclear technology. This clause is included in order to incorporate, rather than override, law created by a separate treaty on peaceful nuclear technology transfers. Additionally, while some refer to the NPT as setting up a non-proliferation regime, this includes a complex set of rules and decisionmaking procedures to implement the non-proliferation norm cluster, including specific transparency and reporting requirements, what counts as banned vs. dual-use technologies, and so forth. The NPT regime expands beyond the non-proliferation norm cluster. An example is the development of the anti-plastic-shopping-bag norm. As Clapp and
Swanston (2009) has sacred cows. In addition, there was no particular attempt at persuasion or strategic framing from one state to another; environmental NGOs within each country were primarily responsible for pushing the norm and thus for generating discourse, but did not take their arguments beyond national borders. Today, the anti-plastic-bag norm cluster, including problem, value and behavior, has both diffused to new adopters (moving it beyond multiple realizability) and reached a point of intersubjective understanding where newly adopting states do not always explicitly state their specific reasons for the ban, and merely issuing guidelines through their (general value) Environment departments (Ondieki, 2017) .
The above examples were of norm clusters that scholars have typically thought of as single norms: one problem, and either one behavior or one value. However, because norms do not exist in a vacuum and often interact with one another in sets, bundles, frameworks, or other structures, the norm cluster concept also provides an alternative way of understanding the linkages between the three types of norm components within this larger group. While theories of policy differentiation suggest continuity within a fixed group of options, the norm cluster allows for both continuity and change, and for the creation of many distinct combinations of problem, ideation and behavior, offering both greater choice and greater agency for adopting states.
For example, the field of Transitional Justice (TJ), traditionally thought of as a set of norms rather than a single norm, has in fact evolved into a broad and highly varied norm cluster, generally addressing severe human rights violations (the "problem" writ large). However, these violations may come from several different sources: treatment of minorities by otherwise democratic states, practices of authoritarian governments, civil conflict or war, and grave breaches of international humanitarian law such as genocide or crimes against humanity (Crocker, 1999 Crocker, 2004; Clark, 2008; Daly, 2008; Olsen, Payne and Reiter, 2010; Forsythe, 2011; Tiemessen, 2011; Balasco, 2013; Sikkink and Kim, 2013) . As with the examples above, these may be combined by individual actors into formulations that resemble traditional single norms or norm clusters which include adaptations beyond an original single norm. But because they are interlinked and related to a larger general problem, examining several smaller items in isolation still gives an incomplete picture of the field. Were all these components able to be combined with each other, for the greatest possible variation in norm outcomes, the norm cluster for the whole field of transitional justice might instead look like this: The TJ norm cluster is, in structure, much larger and more complex than the two examples discussed above. (United Nations, 1948) , while most responses are highly localized and diverse combinations of problem, value, and behavior from within the cluster (Orentlicher, 2007) .
In a norm cluster, rather than a set of fixed norms, both continuity and change exist within a single issue area, making both state decision-making and academic study inherently difficult without a way to understand their interaction at a conceptual level. What the norm cluster offers, therefore, is a way to link all of these pieces of the puzzle together: how to reconcile the existence of continuity and change with respect to the whole group, to explore the potential for norm complementarity as well as conflict, and to relate multiple potential influences on diffusion and actors' own agency in normative development.
Conclusion: Implications for diffusion and evolution
A norm cluster represents an expanded space within which multiple combinations of problems, ideations and behaviors result in an intersubjectively acceptable set of solutions, and a group of principled actors whose decisions are understood to be "close enough" to one another that they may be studied as a family group, or category. By creating a conceptual space in which possibilities for continuity and change may interact with one another, where variation and stability co-exist, and where intersubjective meaning is at once generally set and specifically fluid, the norm cluster allows for the interaction of two sets of norm diffusion theory which have previously exited across a conceptual gap. The concept also raises several important questions and avenues for research, both theoretical and empirical.
First, this article has so far presented norm clusters in a static format: as they might appear at a particular point in time, and to multiple actors making choices at that point. However, because norm clusters diffuse, a complete study of norm cluster diffusion and evolution necessarily includes the passage of time. The social construction of norms implies an ongoing process of constitution based on activity, and therefore leaves open the possibility of change in that shared understanding. When researching a norm over its life cycle, then, "it is crucial to establish whether or not the condition of 'being shared' holds" (Wiener, 2007, p. 58) . This implies that a critical task for scholars researching norms empirically is to determine whether actors actually have coalesced in their understandings of the contents of a norm cluster: at what points, and for which actors, are the included values, behaviors, and combinations fixed versus flexible, and just how flexible they are. Especially as concerns the acceptance of new components and combinations or the removal of previously accepted ones, fuzzy-set analysis may be a useful methodological approach (Goertz, 2005; Ragin and Pennings, 2005) .
The second set of major questions concerns the adopting state: how to choose continuity or change in the specific combination of components chosen when adopting a norm cluster. In other words, does the adopting state share the common understanding of the norm cluster's contents, or not? Without a defined decision-making structure, states are confronted with multiple options, each with its own set of costs, benefits, and risks. In addition, depending on the structure of the norm cluster in question, the range of possible options already accepted as legitimate may be large or small, further complicating decision-making due to the number of existing precedents. The identification of specific strategies for choice, or practices and discourses of justification and innovation, may help to explain how and why norm clusters evolve in particular patterns and whether states will make decisions according to consistent indicators or not.
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Third, more work remains to be done on the community which "shares" this common interpretation of the contents of a norm cluster, and how it interacts with individual cluster adopters. Because norms are intersubjective, the construction and use of a norm cluster is necessarily dependent both on the implementing actor and the community which accepts or rejects that actor's decisions. Adding a new ideation or behavior to a norm cluster is akin to amending the "prevailing rules" regarding what is considered appropriate behavior and what is not. As Coleman argues, "An action that breaks previously accepted understandings of international rules can still be legitimate if the international community is persuaded to accept either a new rule or a new interpretation of existing rules" (2007, 47) . While the processes of convincing the community of the appropriateness of a new component or combination may be the same as those used to convince the community about new single norms (bargaining, persuasion, learning, argumentation, socialization, coercion, etc.), they may be applied in varying ways degrees across different parts of the cluster, and to different parts of the community. This is the process of determining what "'counts as' within the intersubjective frameworks held by that collectivity" (Ruggie 1998, 860) . 19 But the makeup and dynamics of that collectivity for any particular norm cluster -who holds veto power, or critical influence, over which actors, what discursive and practical mechanisms convince it to accept change, and whether critical mass is required in all cases -remains unclear.
Lastly, when taken together, the choices of norm adopters to pursue continuity or change in the contents of a norm cluster and the processes by which the community does or does not accept proposed changes creates "feedback loops" (Tiemessen 2011 , Job, Shesterinina 2014 or "cycles of change" (Sandholtz 2008 , Sandholtz, Stiles 2009 ) which may strengthen, weaken, or fundamentally alter the contents of a given norm cluster and its likelihood of future adoption or adherence. Indeed, if a community rejects all attempts to change the contents of a norm, it remains in its singular, fused form and resembles norms as we have traditionally understood them. Of particular interest to practitioners is the "deep but narrow" versus "broad but shallow" understanding of treaty obligations, in which agreements with more options or fewer necessary actions may be more widely adopted, but with less favorable results per adopting state. (Gilligan, 2004) Analyzing international norms from the perspective of conceptual structure, namely norm components and norm clusters, represents a small but important addition to the existing theory, and vast literature, on international norms. It supplies a piece of the larger puzzle regarding what norms are: one which reconciles the two sets of theoretical traditions prevalent in the field. The first treats norms as stable objects which structure the behavior of actors, and the second understands them as malleable objects which are influenced by actors. The norm cluster concept manages the agent-structure problem with respect to a single object of study. This allows for the accumulation of knowledge on how the two sides of the problem relate and interact, and may lead to a wealth of new theory on how norms diffuse, evolve, and affect the world.
